Why Should You Invest?

Factors Impacting
Retirement
Investments

To accumulate assets to
Live comfortably in retirement
Pay educational costs for your children
Acquire assets, such as a second home
Finance your own business
Provide funding for causes you support

Preserve the value of your portfolio
The need for Investments

Outpace the impact of taxes and inflation
Keep invested in appreciating assets

The Retirement Catch
You can’t finance a retirement
Loans exist for major purchases, businesses and
educational expenses, but when it comes to retiring,
it’s up to you.

Future costs are difficult to predict
Healthcare costs are particularly volatile.

You don’t know how long your money will
need to last

People Are Living Longer
Average life expectancy
1796 – 24 years
1896 – 48 years
1996 – Men 69; Women 77 years
Today – Men 72; Women 79 years
These numbers are averages, which means roughly
50% of the population will live longer, sometimes, much
longer. The boomer generation will see a record number
of 100+ year olds.
Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Increasing Health Care Costs

Long-Term Care Considerations

The majority of today’s retires are living longer,
healthier lives than at any time in the past.

Between the ages of 65 and 80, there's a one-in-four
chance that you will need long-term care

But increases in
the costs of
health care are
outpacing the
average return on
investments.

Over 80, the chances are 1 in 2

Annual Percent Changes per Capita in Health Care Expenditures and in Average Hourly
Wages for Workers in All Industries, 2000 through 2003. Data from Strunk and Ginsburg.1

Average length of stay - 2.5 years
Average cost of a nursing home stay - $54,000 per
year (MetLife survey; 2005)
Long-term care costs are double the average in
major metropolitan areas
Source: University of Maryland
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Erosive Impact of Inflation

To have the same purchasing power as $2 million
today, you will need the following:
Years Until
Retirement

Average Annual Inflation Rate
2%

10

4%

$2,390,185

6%

$2,846,624

8%

$3,378,958

Safety Nets are Fraying
Corporate pension plans are
disappearing
Since 1985, the number of defined benefit plans
insured by the U.S. Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation has declined from 114,500 to less
than 31,000 in 2005, covering only 20% of the
private sector workforce. (bankrate.com)

$3,998,009
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3,551,689

6,237,303

10,836,776

18,634,550

The Decline of Pension Plans
Number of Pension Plans by Type of Plan
1979-1999

Funding Your Own Retirement
Defined benefit plans (traditional pension
plans) have declined by nearly 75% over the
last 20 years.
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Defined contribution plans – self-directed
and largely self-funded – are replacing
defined benefit plans.
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Defined Benefit Plans

Responsibility for accumulating and investing retirement
assets is moving from the corporation to the individual.

Defined contribution plans (401k, 403b plans
and others) surged from 159,000 in 1985 to
628,000 in 2004.
Source: American Benefits Council

Source: American Benefits Council

Social Security Ills
Social Security benefits are under
pressure
The dependency ratio - the number of retirees each
worker must support - is increasing.
Social Security tax revenue is projected to fall below
program costs in 2018.
The Social Security Trust Fund consists of IOUs that
a future Congress will have to raise taxes to repay.
These IOU funds will be exhausted around 2042.
Most of today's workers will have to retire later, and
they may retire poorer than they expect.

How Much Do You Need?
Nationwide survey of 792 affluent American adults,
478 of whom had investable assets of $1 million
or more, 148 of whom topped $10 million…
When asked how much they needed to feel financially
secure in the future, they consistently responded that
they needed about twice as much money as they already
had.
Those with $10 million or more said they needed a
median of $18 million; those with $5 million or more
needed $10 million; those between $500,000 and $1
million wanted $2.4 million.
Source: PNC Advisors Investor Survey.
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The First Step is Your Plan
How much you will need in retirement will
depend upon where you live, your lifestyle and
your retirement goals.
Your ability to reach your financial goals is
directly related to establishing a financial plan
and adhering to that plan.
“It pays to plan ahead.
It wasn’t raining when Noah built the ark.”
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